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Parent Tips
Learn easy, everyday strategies to spark important 
conversations with your child and provide a sense  
of security.

Every situation, whether a daily routine such as  
taking a car ride or tucking your child in at night, is 
an opportunity for conversation and connection. 
Keeping communication open will reassure kids that  
you are there for them, remind them that it’s good  
to ask questions, and allow them to share what’s  
on their mind, including their worries.

Talk It Through
Q & A Children will likely have lots of questions and you’ll want 
to provide simple, concrete, honest, age-appropriate answers. 
Here are some ways you might respond to your child’s questions:

 Why is Mom/Dad no longer in a uniform? She/he wore a 
uniform for her/his job in the military. Mom/Dad doesn’t work in 
the military anymore, so she/he doesn’t wear the uniform.

 Why do I have to move/change schools? We are moving  
because Mom/Dad is no longer working for the military, so we 
are moving because [Dad has a new job, we’re going to be  
closer to your grandparents, we are ready for a new adventure, 
we can no longer live on the base, and so on]. And our new 
home will be too far away from your school to keep going there.

 Who will take care of me? You will always be cared for. Some 
things may change [for instance, Daddy will be putting you to 
bed instead of Mommy]. But we’ll work together as a family to 
make sure we’re all okay. And you will be an important part of 
the changes we are going through together.

 When is Mom/Dad getting a job? It can take a while for 
grown-ups to find a new job, and we don’t always know when  
it will happen. Sometimes it happens right away and some  
people have to look for a long time. But Mom/Dad learned a 
lot of important things in the military and can use what she/he 
knows in her/his new job.

 Where will I play? Who will I play with? When we get to our 
new home, we’ll explore the neighborhood together and maybe 
even visit the playground at your new school. Your new friends 
will also know places to play. You’ve made new friends before, 
and you’ll do it again. You have a lot to offer a new friend [specify 
some of your child’s strengths, like sharing or being good at a 
particular game].

 Will everything be different now? We might want to keep 
things the same but sometimes we need to change.
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Feeling Faces Print this page and post it at children’s eye level 
so they can refer to it frequently. You can use it as a conversation 
starter anytime by saying, “Let’s look at the feeling faces.”  
Which one shows how you are feeling right now? You may  
model this first by doing it yourself.

Table Talk Print this page of conversation starters and post it 
near the dinner table. At dinnertime, invite your child to pick a 
question to ask the family, calling on each person to answer  
until everyone has shared. Or, you can take the lead.

Table Talk
 What was the best part of your day?
 What was the most challenging part of your day?
  What was one new thing you saw, did,  

or learned about today?
 Did anything today surprise you?
 What was one thing you wondered about today?
 What is one thing you were grateful for?
 What is something you were proud of?
 What is one wish you have for tomorrow?

Changes bring lots of feelings. And every feeling has a 
word to describe it. Point to the face that shows how you 
are feeling right now, and tell your mom or dad why you 
think you are feeling that way. Moms and dads have lots of 
feelings, too, so ask your mom or dad to do the same.

anxious happy shy playful

sad outgoing content grumpy

worried nervous frustrated

calm disappointed

[attach a photo of  
yourself here]

here I am feeling ______________ 
because ______________________

FEELING Faces
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…And Keep Talking!
Parents, put on a finger puppet show with your child! Cut off the tips of a rubber 
glove and draw simple faces with markers to make finger puppets. Put a few 
on your child’s hand, and do the same. Try beginning with these scene-starters:

I have a QUESTION.

Hi. I’m  
NEW here.

How are you FEELING today?

Will you SHOW me around?

WHERE am I?

LISTEN to  
what happened 
to me today.

Do you want to hear an 
INTERESTING IDEA?
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